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ABSTRACT 
DETERMINING HYDROCARBON DISTRIBUTION USING RESISTIVITY, 
TUSCALOOSA MARINE SHALE, SOUTHWESTERN MISSISSIPPI 
by John Edward Allen Jr. 
August2013 
High energy prices created by increased global demand and ongoing 
international disputes have once again sparked a new wave of exploration within 
the United States. The need for local production is strong and the onshore shale 
reservoirs of the United States appear to be a prime target. The Tuscaloosa 
Marine Shale is one such shale reservoir that has been rapidly gaining interest 
throughout the petroleum industry and the availability of published data 
concerning the reservoir is insufficient to meet industry needs. The purpose of 
this study was to investigate the reservoir within southwestern Mississippi to 
document its structure, stratigraphy, and hydrocarbon distribution. 
The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale was mapped throughout southwestern 
Mississippi using electric logs and Petra mapping software. A resistive, 
hydrocarbon-bearing section is located at the base of the shale and generally 
thickens with depth throughout the area. The areas of thickest high resistivity are 
located within the southern portion of Wilkinson County where thicknesses reach 
210 feet. This is due to the higher temperatures and pressures associated with 
the greater depths, allowing the organic-rich rock to mature and produce more 
hydrocarbons. This also implies that the rocks within the updip portions of the 
trend are still immature with respect to their hydrocarbon generation potential. 
ii 
Mudlogs indicate that gas volume and pressure increase with depth 
throughout the study area. The greater pressures along with the presence of gas 
will help bring the oil trapped within the tight formation to the surface during 
production and greatly increase the chances of achieving commercial production. 
The only caveat is that the resistive section lies directly above the Lower 
Tuscaloosa sands within these areas which could lead to potential hydraulic 
fracturing risks. 
While the depths of the trend appear to be the dominant driving factor 
controlling hydrocarbon distribution throughout southwestern Mississippi, the 
paleogeography appears to have provided the perfect scenario for the 
development of this unconventional resource. 
iii 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
High energy prices created by increased global demand and ongoing 
international disputes have once again sparked a new wave of exploration within 
the United States. The need for local production is strong and the onshore shale 
reservoirs of the United States appear to be a prime target. Advancements in 
hydraulic fracturing technology and recent successes in drilling and production 
have reopened interest in extracting hydrocarbons from these low porosity and 
permeability formations that had previously been deemed uneconomical. 
1 
The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale is one such shale reservoir that has been 
rapidly gaining interest throughout the petroleum industry. With an estimated 
seven billion barrel ultimate recovery potential (John et al. , 1997), it is a potential 
giant. It is not only saturated with high quality light crude which will fetch premium 
market prices, it is also located within an area of established infrastructure and 
industry-friendly state and local governments. The availability of published data 
concerning this reservoi r is insufficient to meet industry needs and must be 
addressed. The purpose of this study was to investigate the Tuscaloosa Marine 
Shale Trend within southwestern Mississippi (Fig. 1) using electric logs and Petra 
mapping software to document its structure, stratigraphy, and hydrocarbon 
distribution. 
2 
STUDY AREA 
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Figure 1. Study area. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale Trend runs throughout central Louisiana 
and southwestern Mississippi (Fig. 2). It is characterized as a highly resistive, 
fractured, petroliferous zone residing at the base of the Tuscaloosa Marine 
Shale. Geochemical analysis of oil produced from Lower Tuscaloosa sand 
reservoirs within the area confirms the Marine Shale is the source rock for 
production from these reservoirs (Echols, 1997; John et al., 1997). Horizontal 
fracturing within the formation coincides with structural planes of weakness 
(bedding planes), whereas vertical fracturing might have been produced by 
pressure increases created during oil generation (John et al. , 1997) and/or 
tectonic events. Throughout this study the basal petroliferous zone will be 
referred to as the resistive section. 
ICllE 
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Figure 2. Map of the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale Trend (from John et al. , 1997). 
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The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale ranges in thickness from 500 to 800 feet 
throughout the trend (John et al , 2005) It is part of the Tuscaloosa Group which 
occupies the base of the Upper Cretaceous System and the base of the Gulf 
Series in the Northern Gulf Coastal Plain (Fig 3) The Tuscaloosa Group is 
composed of three formations the Lower Tuscaloosa, the Marine Shale, and the 
Upper Tuscaloosa These formations form a complete depositional cycle 
(Spooner, 1964) of transgressive, high stand, and regressive stages (Corcoran et 
al , 1993) The Eutaw Formation (henceforth referred to as Eagle Ford) lies on 
top of the Tuscaloosa Group and represents the beginning of a transgressive 
phase that lasted through the beginning of Selma Chalk deposition (Mancini et 
al , 2008) The rest of the Selma Chalk was deposited during a high stand that 
led to the deposition of the massive chalk deposit (Liu, 2005) 
SELMA CHALK (UNDIFF.) 
EUTAW (EAGLEFORD) 
UPPER ruscALOOSA 
MARINE SHALE 
LOWER 1\ISCAI..OOSA 
DANTZLER 
UNDIFFERENTIATED 
PALUXY 
CHALK 
GRAY SHALE AND BASAL SAND 
SANDS AND SHALES 
PREDOMINANTLY LIMESTONE 
VARIABLY COLORED SANDS AND 
SHALES 
Figure 3. Generalized stratigraphic column (from John et al , 2005, modified from 
Howe, 1962) 
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Liu (2005) stated that the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale was deposited during 
the Cretaceous Ocean Anoxic Event 2 (OAE 2) documented by Jenkyns (1980) 
These OAEs were global events that led to the widespread deposition of organic-
rich black shales The mechanisms that caused these events are still of great 
debate, but the general consensus is that they were either created by an 
increase in global organic production rates and/or stratification of the oceans 
(Liu , 2005) 
Unlike other major shale plays within the conterminous United States such 
as the Barnett, Haynesville, Bakken, and Marcellus (Fig 4) that were deposited 
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Figure 4 Map showing current and prospective shale plays within the 
conterminous United States (Energy Information Administration, 2011) 
in either deep and/or restricted basin environments (Smith and Bustin, 2000, 
Loucks and Ruppel, 2007, Hammes et al , 2011, Lash and Engelder, 2011 ), the 
age-equivalent plays along the Gulf Coast such as the Eagle Ford and 
Tuscaloosa Marine Shale (Dubiel et al, 2012) were deposited within open 
marine, middle to distal shelf environments This may have led to more 
oxygenated bottom conditions and might be the reason that these rocks have 
lower total organic carbon values compared to the other major shale reservoirs 
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Information concerning the composition of the Marine Shale was gathered 
from core and mudlog descriptions and existmg studies A full core description of 
the Sun Oil Company #1 W P Spin.ks well (Section 7, T2N-R7E) in Pike County, 
that cored the entire Marine Shale was obtained from the Mississippi Department 
of Environmental Quality website (20 13) and provided most of the information for 
the following description 
The upper barren portion of the Marine Shale consists of a mostly 
unlaminated, ductile, gray shale Fracturing, fossil content, and cross-bedded 
laminations of siltstone, limestone, and very fine-grained sand increase towards 
the base as the rock becomes more brittle The basal resistive section is a dark 
gray to black, organic-rich shale that is highly laminated with cross-bedded 
siltstone, limestone, and very fine-grained sand Vertical fractures are 
accompanied by horizontal fractures created by structural weaknesses along the 
bedding planes The vertical fractures may have been induced by pressures 
associated with hydrocarbon generation (John et al , 1997) and/or tectonic 
events These fractures and bedding planes are saturated with oil in the basal 
7 
resistive section of the shale 
After an extensive study of electric logs and core data, a correlation was 
found between high resistivity readings (greater than 5 ohms), the basal Marine 
Tuscaloosa petroliferous zone, and the greatest incidence of fracturing (John et 
al , 1997) The resistive section ranges in thickness from 0 to 325 feet throughout 
the trend (John et al , 2005) The top of the section ranges from approximately 
8,500 to 19,500 feet below sea level (John et al , 1997) 
Based on regional subsurface mapping by John et al (1997) , the general 
strike of the trend in southwestern Mississippi and southeastern Louisiana is 
west-northwest and the dip is to the south-southwest (Fig 5) In central 
Louisiana the strike becomes east to west and the dip is to the south No major 
faulting is seen throughout the area at this level Only subtle structural variations 
appear to be present, with the exception of a broad structural low in the northeast 
portion of the trend within southwestern Mississippi and southeastern Louisiana 
John et al (1997) suggested that porosity and permeability may increase through 
enhanced fracturing where the formation is located near the apex of structures 
Based on regional subsurface mapping by Ewing and Lopez (1991) and 
Barrell (2011 a) (Figs 6 and 7), the majority of the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale 
Trend appears to lie between the interior salt basins of Mississippi and Louisiana 
and the Lower Cretaceous Shelf Edge The occurrence of the trend parallel to 
the Lower Cretaceous Shelf Edge might indicate that some of the fracturing 
within the brittle lower portion of the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale was induced by 
flexure associated with the hinge line 
Figure 6. Structural features within the north central Gulf Coastal Plain (from 
Ewing and Lopez, 1991 ). 
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Figure 7. Tuscaloosa Marine Shale play boundary map with resistivity trends 
(from Barrell, 2011 a). 
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Figure 8. Geologic model showing the location of the Tuscaloosa shelf margin 
deltaic complex (from Dubiel et al. , 2012). 
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Due to low porosity and permeability within the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale, 
hydraulic fracturing must be induced to enhance production and make the play 
economically feasible. Careful planning must be used to prevent fracturing into 
water-bearing units. Water from adjacent formations has the potential of flooding 
and ruining the reservoir. Non-producing portions of the Lower Tuscaloosa sands 
are water wet and have the potential of invading the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale 
during fracturing (Barrell , 2011 b). 
11 
CHAPTER Ill 
METHODS 
A total of 178 electric logs (Fig . 9), 14 mudlogs, numerous core and 
sidewall core descriptions, scout ticket data, and existing studies were utilized to 
complete this study. The well logs, mudlogs, scout ticket, and core data were 
obtained from the Mississippi State Oil and Gas Board (2013) and Mississippi 
Department of Environmental Quality (2013) websites and the log library at the 
University of Southern Mississippi. Base maps were obtained from the 
Mississippi Automated Resource Information System (MARIS) website (2012). 
All well logs, mudlogs, and base maps were loaded into Petra mapping software 
for interpretation and mapping. 
ese IOQ ()()) 
FEET 
Figure 9. Map showing the locations of well logs utilized in this study. 
Correlations of the logs were based on existing studies, scout tickets, core 
descriptions, advice from industry professionals, and interpretations of log 
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characteristics by the author. A type log was generated from the Oxy U S A #1 
Delee 'A ' well (Section 44, T1 N-R3E) in Amite County (Fig. 1 0). The top of the 
Selma Chalk (UK), Eagle Ford (EF), Upper Tuscaloosa (UT), Marine Shale 
(TMS), Marine Shale resistive section (HIGH RES), Lower Tuscaloosa (LT), first 
Tuscaloosa Sand (1ST L T SAND), and Lower Cretaceous (LK) were picked for 
each log. 
The top of the Selma Chalk was picked at a strong positive resistivity kick 
at the base of the Midway Shale. The top of the Eagle Ford was picked at a 
strong negative resistivity kick corresponding with a small negative spontaneous 
potential reflection. The basal Eagle Ford (Eutaw) sands are undistinguishable 
from the Upper Tuscaloosa sands throughout the study area using electric logs 
alone. The sands were therefore lumped together with the Upper Tuscaloosa 
sands for simplicity and to create a lithostratigraphic equivalent surface. The 
combined unit is henceforth referred to as the Upper Tuscaloosa. The top of the 
Upper Tuscaloosa was picked at the first sand below the base of the Selma 
Chalk. The Marine Shale was picked at the base of the lowermost Upper 
Tuscaloosa sand. The Lower Tuscaloosa was picked at the base of the basal 
Marine Shale resistive section at an abrupt negative resistivity kick. The first 
Lower Tuscaloosa sand was picked at the first sand below the base of the 
resistive section. The Lower Cretaceous was picked at the base of the Lower 
Tuscaloosa Massive Sand at a high positive resistivity kick. 
The basal resistive section of the Marine Shale was by far the most 
difficult to define. The top of the section was picked at the first significant and 
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Figure 10. Type log for study area from the Oxy U S A #1 Delee 'A ' well (Section 
44, T1 N-R3E) in Amite County. Selma Chalk= UK, Eagle Ford = EF, Upper 
Tuscaloosa= UT, Tuscaloosa Marine Shale= TMS, Resistive Section= HIGH 
RES, Lower Tuscaloosa = L T , first Lower Tuscaloosa sand = 1ST L T SAND, 
Lower Cretaceous= LK. Yellow represents sands of the Upper and Lower 
Tuscaloosa Formations and green represents the resistive section . 
continuous positive resistivity kick near the base of the Marine Shale. This pick 
was guided by gas kicks and oil shows on mudlogs and within core descriptions. 
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Digitized spontaneous potential, resistivity, and gas readings from the electric 
and mud log of the Duckworth Lester C C #1 Meyer Bryan well (Section 51 , T2N-
R4W) in Wilkinson County show the correlation between the presence of 
hydrocarbons and the resistive section (Fig. 11 ). Although this top was able to be 
correlated throughout the study area, it was determined that an isopach of the 
section would not represent the true thickness of high resistivity because the 
amount of highly resistive zones within the section varied substantially. As shown 
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Figure 11. Digitized spontaneous potential, resistivity, and gas readings from the 
electric and mud log of the Duckworth Lester C C #1 Meyer Bryan well (Section 
51 , T2N-R4W) in Wilkinson County. Green represents resistivity above 5 ohms 
within the resistive section. 
in Figure 12, the total thickness of the resistive section in the Biglane D. A. et al 
#1 Lea well (Section 30, T1 N-R7E) in Pike County is greater than the Griffin and 
Griffin Exploration, LLC #1 Mississippi Power and Light Company well (Section 
50, T1 N-R4W) in Wilkinson County, but the Griffin and Griffin Exploration, LLC 
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Figure 12. Example comparing the total thickness of the resistive section in the 
Big lane D. A. et al #1 Lea well (Section 30, T1 N-R7E) in Pike County and the 
Griffin and Griffin Exploration, LLC #1 Mississippi Power and Light Company well 
(Section 50, T1 N-R4W) in Wilkinson County. Yellow represents sands of the 
Lower Tuscaloosa Formation and green represents resistivity above 5 ohms 
within the resistive section . 
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#1 Mississippi Power and Light Company well has a greater net thickness of high 
resistivity. In order to give a true representation of the thickness of high resistivity 
within the resistive section, only those depths with resistivity readings above 5 
ohms were counted (Fig. 13). This method of delineating the thickness of the 
resistive section was deemed appropriate by several geologists currently working 
within the trend. 
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Figure 13. An example of the Biglane D. A. et al #1 Lea well (Section 30, T1 N-
R7E) in Pike County showing how only those depths with resistivity readings 
above 5 ohms were counted . Green represents resistivity above 5 ohms within 
the resistive section. 
The resistive section thins updip and becomes less resistive and more 
complicated to map because the resistivity values begin to hover around 5 ohms. 
There is a definite boundary between the area of higher resistivity deeper within 
the trend and the area of lower resistivity within the shallower portions. This 
updip limit of highest resistivity was mapped and is shown in Figure 14. Log 
quality, scale, and age become much more of a factor when trying to correlate 
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from one log to the next updip of the boundary. Older logs with resistivity scales 
from 0 to 20 were discounted because the lack of detail affected the thickness 
values when compared to the more standard 0 to 10 or log-based scales. Logs 
.. 
Updip r ·] tl J __ ,....___ ..... 
Down dip 
"'>---, 
Ty " 
10000 
FEET 
Figure 14. Map showing the updip limit of highest resistivity with example wells 
from the updip and downdip portions of the trend. Green represents resistivity 
above 5 ohms within the resistive section. 
were chosen based on what made the most sense geologically with the overall 
trend of the map within these lower resistivity areas. 
Five cross-sections were generated: three stratigraphic dip sections and 
two stratigraphic strike sections (Fig. 15). The raster images of the electric logs 
used to produce the cross-sections were downloaded from the Mississippi State 
Oil and Gas Board website (2013) and digitized within Petra mapping software. 
These sections provided the basis for correlations made throughout the study 
area. Structure contour maps were generated for the top of the Selma Chalk, 
Eagle Ford , and Lower Tuscaloosa Formations. Isopach maps were generated 
for the Selma Chalk, the Eagle Ford to the Lower Tuscaloosa, and the base of 
c 
FEET 
Figure 15. Map showing the locations of cross-sections generated during th is 
study. 
the resistive section to the first Lower Tuscaloosa sand. Finally, a net pay map 
showing the thickness of high resistivity within the resistive section was 
generated. All contour maps were generated using Petra's default gridding 
algorithm. No other manipulations were made to the maps after the gridding 
process so as not to induce any bias into the final product. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
19 
The structure contour maps of the tops of the Selma Chalk, Eagle Ford, 
and Lower Tuscaloosa Formations (Figs. 16- 18) do not exhibit any faulting or 
major structural variations with the exception of one fairly significant structural 
feature located at the corners of southeast Amite and southwest Pike Counties. 
The subtle structural variations appear to become more pronounced with depth 
and are probably the result of deep-seated salt movement. None of the features 
appear to influence the distribution of the thickness of the resistive section. 
Depths to the top of the Selma Chalk ra_nge from approximately 7,630 ft to 
11 ,905 ft. Depths to the top of the Eagle Ford range from approximately 8,670 ft 
to 12,835 ft. Depths to the top of the Lower Tuscaloosa range from approximately 
9, 710 ft to 13,570 ft. The strike is primarily west-northwest to east-southeast and 
the dip is to the south-southwest. 
The isopach maps of the Selma Chalk and the Eagle Ford to the Lower 
Tuscaloosa vary considerably from one another (Figs. 19 and 20). Thicknesses 
within the Selma Chalk range from approximately 710ft to 1,200 ft throughout 
the area. Deposition was concentrated on the western and eastern flanks of the 
study area. A very pronounced thinning of the formation can be seen throughout 
the center of the area. This may indicate a pronounced north-northeast to south-
southwest trending ridge developed during the time of its deposition. The cause 
is unknown, but is probably associated with deep tectonic activity. This activity 
may have induced fracturing within the basal Marine Shale and led to enhanced 
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Figure 16. Structure contour map of the Selma Chalk Formation. Contour interval 
is 100 feet. 
21 
Figure 17. Structure contour map of the Eagle Ford Formation. Contour interval 
is 100 feet. 
Figure 18. Structure contour map of the Lower Tuscaloosa Formation. Contour 
interval is 1 00 feet. 
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Figure 19. Isopach map of the Selma Chalk Formation. Contour interval is 25 
feet. 
23 
Figure 20. Isopach map of the Eagle Ford to the Lower Tuscaloosa. Contour 
interval is 10 feet. 
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porosity and permeability, although there is no way of determining this with the 
data set used within this study. Thicknesses within the Eagle Ford to the Lower 
Tuscaloosa interval range from approximately 680ft to 1,050 ft. The isopach map 
indicates that this clastic interval was concentrated within the eastern portion of 
the study area. Neither of the isopach maps show any correlation with the 
thickness of the resistive section. 
The isopach map of the base of the resistive section to the first Lower 
Tuscaloosa sand is shown in Figure 21. As discussed earlier, water from the 
Lower Tuscaloosa sands have the potential of invading the Tuscaloosa Marine 
Shale during fracturing (Barrell, 2011 b). This map shows the areas that may 
pose potential hydraulic fracturing risks due to fracturing into these water-bearing 
units. Geologists curren_tly working within the trend consider sands within 50 feet 
of the resistive section to be potentially hazardous. This number is loosely based 
on operator experience within other shale plays that utilize the same hydraulic 
fracturing technology. Only time will tell what the actual threshold will be as to 
what constitutes a hazardous sand within this play. It should be noted that the 
author was very conservative when picking the first Lower Tuscaloosa sand, so 
as not to misrepresent a potentially hazardous area. The thinner stringer sands 
may not actually pose a hazard to production. They were picked as a 
precautionary measure, especially if they correlated with thicker sands in 
adjacent wells. 
Figure 22 shows a potentially hazardous sand within 12 feet of the base of 
the resistive section in the Griffin and Griffin Exploration, LLC #1 Mississippi 
Figure 21. Isopach map of the base of the resistive section to the first Lower 
Tuscaloosa sand. Contour interval is 10 feet. 
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Figure 22. Example of a potentially hazardous sand within 12 feet of the base of 
the resistive section in the Griffin and Griffin Exploration , LLC #1 Mississippi 
Power and Light Company well (Section 50, T1 N-R4W) in Wilkinson County 
compared to a nonhazardous sand 60 feet from the base of the resistive section 
in the Big lane D. A. et al #1 Lea well (Section 30, T1 N-R7E) in Pike County. 
Yellow represents sands of the Lower Tuscaloosa Formation and green 
represents resistivity above 5 ohms within the resistive section. 
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Power and Light Company well (Section 50, T1 N-R4W) in Wilkinson County 
compared to a nonhazardous sand 60 feet from the base of the resistive section 
in the Big lane D. A et al #1 Lea well (Section 30, T1 N-R?E) in Pike County. The 
sand is within closest proximity to the resistive section within the western half of 
the study area. Unfortunately, this is also the area of thickest high res istivity as 
seen in the net pay map (Fig. 23). The thicknesses of this section range from 
approximately 0 to 170 ft throughout the area. Operators have begun landing 
their laterals in the upper portion of the resistive section in order to avoid these 
potentially hazardous areas. 
The isopach map of the base of the resistive section to the top of the first 
Lower Tuscaloosa sand was originally meant to show the areas that posed 
potential hydraulic fracturing risks, but it may also give some insight into the 
depositional history of the resistive section above. As the resistive section lies 
within the basal Marine Shale, it is more likely to be associated with the downdip 
facies of the transgressive Lower Tuscaloosa sands than the regressive Upper 
Tuscaloosa sands. As the deltas of the Lower Tuscaloosa retreated, they could 
have periodically deposited thinly bedded turbidites onto the middle and distal 
portions of the shelf where the organic-rich shales of the basal Marine Shale 
were being deposited. This could be the process that deposited the cross-
bedded siltstone and very fine-grained sandstone laminations seen within cores 
throughout the study area. As discussed earlier, these laminations increase 
towards the base of the resistive section , which makes sense because the basal 
section would have been deposited within closest proximity to the retreating delta 
Figure 23. Net pay isopach map of the resistive section. Contour interval is 10 
feet. 
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front. These laminations would not only have increased the zones of porosity and 
permeability, but also enhanced the preservation of organic matter through 
periodic rapid burial. 
There does appear to be a correlation, at least within the deeper portions 
of the study area, between the thickness of the resistive section and the 
thickness of the section separating it from the first Lower Tuscaloosa sand. The 
closer the first Lower Tuscaloosa sand is to the resistive section appears to 
correlate with a thicker resistive section. This is interesting because the thickness 
of the section separating the base of the resistive section and the top of the first 
Lower Tuscaloosa sand should reflect the proximity of the resistive section to the 
retreating Lower Tuscaloosa delta complex. This correlation may indicate that the 
proximity of the resistive section to the Lower Tuscaloosa delta complex may 
have led to increased porosity and permeability and enhanced the preservation 
of organic material. 
This hypothesis does not hold true for a small portion of southwest Amite 
County where a few wells have a thick resistive section and a thick section 
separating the resistive section and the first Lower Tuscaloosa sand. These wells 
do lie along the fringe of the area that is within close proximity to the retreating 
Lower Tuscaloosa deltas and may have still been able to receive some of the 
sedimentation associated with any periodic turbidity flows coming off the delta 
complex. This hypothesis is very speculative considering the data set used in this 
study and cannot fully be tested unless a detailed study of conventional cores 
throughout the area is undertaken. 
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Another caveat to the hypothesis is that the siliciclastic sediments from the 
deltas could have also diluted the organic matter, although the type of deposition 
I am proposing would only occur periodically. The deposition of organic-rich black 
shale depends on a delicate balance between variations in siliciclastic input, 
burial rates, and bottom-water oxygenation (Hammes et al. , 2011 ). 
The first and most obvious characteristic of the resistive section that can 
be gleaned from the net pay map (Fig. 23) is that net pay generally thickens with 
depth within southwestern Mississippi. The areas of the thickest high resistivity 
are located within the southern portions of Wilkinson County where the 
thicknesses reach approximately 210 feet. This is due to the higher temperatures 
and pressures associated with the greater depths, allowing the organic-rich rock 
to mature and produce more hydrocarbons. This also implies that the rocks 
within the updip portions of the trend are still immature with respect to their 
hydrocarbon generation potential. In the updip portion of the trend thicknesses 
were mapped to approximately 1 0 feet. Thickness values below 1 0 feet spread 
out over a very large area and it became impossible to tell whether these small 
resistivity spikes were attributed to hydrocarbons or just a more limey section at 
the base of the Marine Shale. 
Mud logs indicate that gas volume and pressure increase with depth 
throughout the study area. The greater pressures along with the presence of gas 
will help bring the oil trapped with in the tight formation to the surface during 
production and greatly increase the chances of achieving commercial production. 
Future drilling within the trend in southwestern Mississippi should be 
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concentrated within these areas of thickest high resistivity located deeper within 
the subsurface. The only caveat is that these areas are also associated with the 
areas of potential fracturing hazards discussed earlier. 
It should be noted that areas mapped beyond the updip limit highest 
resistivity (Fig. 14) discussed earlier should be taken as speculative. Much 
personal judgment was used in determining which logs were used within this 
portion of the trend. Figure 24 shows the boundary between the areas with 
higher and lower resistivity overlaid on the net pay map to indicate exactly where 
the map becomes speculative. 
Cross-section A- A' is a dip section that runs northeast to southwest 
through Wilkinson County and is shown in Figure 25. This section clearly shows 
a classic downdip pinchout of the of the Upper Tuscaloosa sands along with the 
merging of the Eagle Ford and Tuscaloosa Marine Shale into one continuous 
lithostratigraphic shale unit. The updip thinning and lower resistivity north of the 
limit of highest resistivity discussed earlier can easily be distinguished between 
the Calton-Gulman #1 -A Leak well and the Hughes Eastern Petroleum #1 Bray 
well. Thickening of the resistive section can be seen as you go downdip and in 
association with its proximity to the Lower Tuscaloosa sands. The top of the 
resistive section dips from 10,873 ft to 13,400 ft and ranges in thickness from 26 
ft to 167ft throughout the section. 
Cross-section B- B' is a dip section that runs northeast to southwest 
through Amite County and is shown in Figure 26. This section shows the thinning 
of the Upper Tuscaloosa sands downdip, but they do not pinchout as they do in 
Figure 24. Map showing the boundary of the updip limit of highest resistivity 
overlaid on the net pay map. Contour interval is 10 feet. 
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Figure 25. Cross-section A - A' running northeast to southwest through 
Wilkinson County. Yellow represents sands of the Upper and Lower Tuscaloosa 
Formations and green represents resistivity above 5 ohms within the resistive 
section. 
Figure 26. Cross-section B- B' running northeast to southwest through Amite 
County. Yellow represents sands of the Upper and Lower Tuscaloosa 
Formations and green represents resistivity above 5 ohms within the resistive 
section . 
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A- A'. The entire Upper Tuscaloosa section is also much thicker than in cross-
section A- A' which indicates that deposition within this interval was 
concentrated in the eastern portion of the study area relative to the west. This 
matches up with the Eagle Ford to Lower Tuscaloosa isopach shown in Figure 
20. The Marine Shale can be seen thickening downdip as the Upper Tuscaloosa 
thins. The updip thinning and lower resistivity north of the limit of highest 
resistivity can again be easily distinguished between the Larco Drilling Company 
#1 R. E. Adams et al well and the Larco Drilling Company #1 C. F. Southward et 
al well. The top of the resistive section dips from 10,566 ft to 12,277 ft and 
ranges in thickness from 15 ft to 148 ft throughout the section. 
Thickening of the resistive section can be seen as you go downdip, but not 
in direct association with its proximity to the Lower Tuscaloosa sands. The 
southern portion of this cross-section represents the area where the hypothesis 
that thick resistivity corresponds to a thin section separating the base of the 
resistive section and the first Lower Tuscaloosa sand breaks down. The 
hypothesis may still be valid when considering that this area does lie along the 
fringes of areas within close proximity to the retreating Lower Tuscaloosa delta 
complex (Fig. 21 ). This could put the area close enough to receive periodic 
turbidity flows from the flanks of the deltas, which would enhance the 
preservation of organic matter and increase porosity and permeability. Again, th is 
hypothesis is very speculative considering the data set used in this study and 
cannot fully be tested unless a detailed study of conventional cores throughout 
the area is undertaken. 
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Cross-section C - C' is a dip section that runs northeast to southwest 
through Pike County and is shown in Figure 27. This section shows thinning of 
the Upper Tuscaloosa sands downdip while the Eagle Ford and Marine Shale 
can be seen thickening. The updip thinning and lower resistivity north of the limit 
of highest resistivity can be distinguished between the Larco Drilling Company #1 
B. Thorburn well and the Union Oil Company of California #1 A. V . Beacham WF 
WF well. The top of the resistive section dips from 10,419 ft to 11 ,116 ft and 
ranges in thickness from 18 ft to 129ft throughout the section. Thickening of the 
resistive section can be seen as you go downdip and in direct association with its 
proximity to the Lower Tuscaloosa sands .. 
Cross-section D- D' is an updip strike section running west-northwest to 
east-southeast through Wilkinson, Amite, Pike, and Walthall Counties and is 
shown in Figure 28. This section shows a relatively thick Upper Tuscaloosa 
throughout the central and eastern portion of the area which thins to the west. 
The thickness of the resistive section ranges from 26 ft to 97 ft as the section 
traverses in and out of the higher and lower resistive portions of the trend. The 
resistive section is thickest in the center of the section where within close 
proximity to the Lower Tuscaloosa sands and thins drastically as the sands 
diminish within the eastern and westernmost wells. 
Cross-section E - E' is a strike section running west-northwest to east-
southeast through Wilkinson and Amite Counties and is shown in Figure 29. This 
section shows a thinning of the Upper Tuscaloosa when compared to D - D', 
indicating an overall downdip thinning of the section as seen in all of the cross-
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Figure 27. Cross-section C - c ~ running northeast to southwest through Pike 
County. Yellow represents sands of the Upper and Lower Tuscaloosa 
Formations and green represents resistivity above 5 ohms within the resistive 
section. 
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Figure 28. Cross-section D- D' running west-northwest to east-southeast 
through Wilkinson, Amite, Pike, and Walthall Counties. Yellow represents sands 
of the Upper and Lower Tuscaloosa Formations and green represents resistivity 
above 5 ohms within the resistive section . 
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Figure 29. Cross-section E - E' running west-northwest to east-southeast 
through Wilkinson and Amite Counties. Yellow represents sands of the Upper 
and Lower Tuscaloosa Formations and green represents resistivity above 5 
ohms within the resistive section. 
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sections generated in this study. The thickness of the resistive section ranges 
from 105 ft to 125 ft. The thickness of the resistive section appears to be directly 
related to its proximity to the Lower Tuscaloosa sands. 
CHAPTERV 
CONCLUSIONS 
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The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale was mapped throughout southwestern 
Mississippi using electric logs and Petra mapping software. A resistive, 
hydrocarbon-bearing section is located at the base of the shale and generally 
thickens with depth throughout the area. The areas of thickest high resistivity are 
located within the southern portion of Wilkinson County where thicknesses reach 
210 feet. This is due to the higher temperatures and pressures associated with 
the greater depths, allowing the organic-rich rock to mature and produce more 
hydrocarbons. This also implies that the. rocks within the updip portions of the 
trend are still immature with respect to their hydrocarbon generation potential. 
Mudlogs indicate that gas volume and pressure increase with depth 
throughout the study area. The greater pressures along with the presence of gas 
will help bring the oil trapped within the tight formation to the surface during 
production and greatly increase the chances of achieving commercial production. 
The only caveat is that the resistive section lies directly above the Lower 
Tuscaloosa sands within these areas which could lead to potential hydraulic 
fracturing risks. 
The closer the first Lower Tuscaloosa sand is to the resistive section 
appears to correlate with a thicker resistive section. This correlation may indicate 
that the proximity of the resistive section to the retreating Lower Tuscaloosa delta 
complex may have led to increased porosity and permeability and enhanced the 
preservation of organic material through periodic rapid burial. 
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Southwestern Mississippi lies within the eastern portion of the trend which 
lies on the western extension of the Wiggins Arch within southwestern 
Mississippi and southeastern Louisiana known as the Adams County High. The 
Adams County High is a saddle nestled between the two prominent paleohighs of 
the La Salle Arch and the more pronounced eastern portion of the Wiggins Arch . 
This paleogeography appears to have provided the perfect scenario for the 
geologic development of this unconventional resource. It provided the necessary 
depths needed for the rock to mature. It provided the accommodation space 
needed to guide the Tuscaloosa deltas into the area which enhanced the 
preservation potential of organic matter t~rough periodic rapid burial and 
deposited the cross-bedded laminations found within the section. These 
laminations produced the structural planes of weakness which enhanced 
fracturing , porosity, and permeability while making the rock more brittle and 
susceptible to further fracturing. Periodic movements and/or differential 
subsidence along the paleohighs may have also induced fracturing of the brittle 
rock helping to further increase porosity and permeability. The increased depths 
would have favored anoxic ocean bottom conditions and the highs themselves 
may have helped to cut off ocean circulation during deposition, further enhancing 
anoxic conditions. 
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APPENDIX A 
WELL NAMES 
API WELL NAME OPERATOR FIELD 
23005202720000 BALL AGNES 11-7 PETRO-MINERALS WILDCAT 
23005202930000 DENKMAN-CROSBY UNIT ADCO PRODUCING CO LIBERTY 
23005203030000 TRAVIS N B JR SABINE CORP WILDCAT 
23005203070000 REX TIMBER 18-15 AMERADA HESS CORP WILDCAT 
23005203130000 RATLIFF LEWIS A ADCO PRODUCING CO LIBERTY 
23005203180000 POOLE OLIVER ETUX EXXON CORPORATION ENTERPRISE WEST 
23005203220000 WILLIAMS DALTON SABINE CORP WILDCAT 
23005203240000 HAUBERGJ A TEXACO iNCORPORATED WILDCAT 
23005203260000 CHAMBERLAIN SHELL WESTERN E&P IN WILDCAT 
23005203800000 HARVEY-LEWIS ADCO-CURRIE WILDCAT 
23005203820000 FLB STATE OF MISSIS ADCO-CURRIE WILDCAT 
23005203830000 TERRELL ADCO-CURRIE WILDCAT 
23005203870000 SULLIVAN ETAL UNIT SHELL WESTERN E&P IN BEECHWOOD 
23005203890000 GENT 10-1 5 PRUET PRODUCTION CO MARS HILL 
23005204280000 HARVEY M L WILLIAMS R E O&G CO WILDCAT 
23005204340000 PEMBLE GRIFFfN&GRIFFIN OIL WILDCAT 
23005204390000 HENSLEIGH HUNT OIL CO THANKSGIVING 
23005204400000 LEWISC OXY USA INC THANKSGIVING 
23005204440000 SIMMONS ARKLA.EXPL CO BERWICK 
23005204520000 STEPTOE HEIRS HAMMAN OIL & REFG CO WILDCAT 
23005204810000 CENTREVILLE REALTY ARKLA EXPL CO THANKSGIVING 
23005204840000 POWELLJ W PLAINS RESOURCES INC WILDCAT 
23005204930000 SOUTHERN FOREST LAN SANTA FE ENERGY CORP WILDCAT 
23005204970000 TAGGERT ARK LA EXPL CO BERWICK 
23005204990000 MITCHELL A OXY USA INC BERWICK 
23005205070000 PIKER 'A' OXY USA INC WILDCAT 
23005205 I 50000 EWELL 3-8 MOON-HINES-TIGRTT OP WILDCAT 
23005205200000 POC-P ARAMOUNT -MCDAN PLACID OIL CO WILDCAT 
23005205280000 FOSTER V F PLAiNS RESOURCES INC CHRISTMAS 
23005205330000 DELEE ' A' OXYU SA INC WILDCAT 
23005205410000 LAMBERT I J 53-6 UNOCAL CORPORATION WILDCAT 
23005205470000 FICB ARK LA EXPL CO BERWICK 
23005205560000 CHASE DONALD L COASTAL O&G CORP WILDCAT 
23005205680000 MATTHEWS ESTATE 6-1 MOON-HINES-TIGRTT OP WILDCAT 
23005206240000 LEWIS C HIll ETAL UNITED OIL & GAS INC WILDCAT 
23005206330000 WILKINSON UNIT EASOM DAVE ENTERPRISE WEST 
23037006130000 USA MISS-LA-TEX-POWELL FREEWOODS NE 
23157216010000 JOI-INSON FEE PLAINS RESOURCES INC WILDCAT 
23157216230000 CMR /N OXY USA INC FREEDOM 
23 157216430000 LIPSCOMB IN OXY USA INC INDEPENDENCE 
23157217570000 CMR GRIFFIN&GRIFFIN OIL RED BUG 
23 1572 17750000 USA TAURUS EXPL INC RED BUG NORTH 
23157217940000 MISSISSIPPI POWER & GRIFFIN & GRIFFIN EX LITTLE CROW 
23 157218100000 OGDEN-Jl-l ERI DUPRE N PETROQUEST ENRGY LLC MEMORIAL 
23157218300000 YATES-LONGLEAF UNIT TODD OIL CORP OF LA INDEPENDENCE 
23157218750000 pp PATTERSON PET LP BLUE LAKE 
23157218910000 CHRISTIAN L T PATTERSON PET LP WILDCAT 
23 157211390000 OFALLON PL TN UN HUGHES & NEW OIL CO WI LDCAT 
23 157211400000 WYOMING ET AL UNIT I EXXON CORPORATION WILDCAT 
23 157212230000 MILES W PETAL UNIT EXXON CORPORATION WILDCAT 
23 157212260000 ARTONISH PL TN 2-8 AMOCO PROD CO WILDCAT 
23 157212390000 FAUST JOE ET AL RADZEWICZ EXPL & DRL WILDCAT 
23157212460000 TOLBERT-OGDEN ETAL PRUET PRODUCTION CO ASHWOOD 
23157212620000 REX TIMBER UNIT ETL EXXON CORPORATION WILDCAT 
2315 72 12670000 BRYAN THOMAS M JR WAGNER & BROWN BEASLEY CREEK 
23 157212700000 MEYER BRYAN DUCKWORTH LESTER C C MILLBROOK 
23157213050000 CLARK CREEK WILLIAMS R E O&G CO CLARK CREEK 
23157213270000 SHARP R B ET AL MCMORAN EXPL CO WILDCAT 
23157213280000 MONTROSE PLANTATION AMERADA HESS CORP WILDCAT 
23 157213330000 FLOWERS AMERADA HESS CORP WILDCAT 
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23157213340000 STOCKETT JOHN W - D RADZEWICZ EXPL & DRL TURNBULL 
23157213550000 WHITAKER T 0 ET AL JUSTISS OIL CO INC BAY RIDGE 
23157213560000 BRAY HUGHES EASTRN PETRO WILDCAT 
23I57213900000 FOSTER CREEK CORP 3 MOBIL OIL EXPL&PROD WILDCAT 
23157213920000 KEE-HUGHES HUGHES EASTRN PETRO WILDCAT 
23157214250000 CAMPBELL CHARLES H HUGHES EASTERN CORP WILDCAT 
23 157214280000 PRATER R L SABINE CORP MILLBROOK 
23157214360000 HOWELL J T 34-3 SABINE CORP NEWTONIA 
23157214610000 LEAKE JJ 17-7 SABINE CORP WILDCAT 
23157214680000 LARRIEU ARKLA EXPL CO WILDCAT 
23 157214690000 BELL LOUISE L ET AL SABINE CORP MILLBROOK 
23157215 190000 HOLLAND HEIRS I I TERRA RESOURCES INC WILDCAT 
23157215510000 ELMSLEY PLANTATION RADZEWICZ EXPL & DRL WILDCAT 
23157215530000 DENKMANN ARKLA EXPL CO WILDCAT 
23157215550000 WALKER DR MYRON A E RIO BRAVO OIL COM PAN WILDCAT 
23157215650000 FOSTER CREEK GRIFFIN&GRIFFIN OIL WILDCAT 
23157215670000 ROLLINS J F 46-12 UNION EXPL PRTN LTD CENTREVILLE S. 
23157215740000 LONGLEAF ENTERP~SE ORYX ENERGY CO SAINT PATRICK 
23001033840000 ROANE BYRNES ETAL HUGHES & NEW OIL CO BEVERLY 
23001209450000 OGDEN ET AL UNIT PR UET CHESLEY DRLG LAGRANGE SOUTH 
2300 I000550000 MAE HODGES ETAL BENNETT BROS CARTHAGE POINT 
23001001 I50000 JAMES C MAZIQUE BIG LANE D A & LAUB S WILDCAT 
2300100 1380000 SCHUCHARDT BILLUPS BROTHERS CARTHAGE POINT 
2300IO I 1220000 GEO W ARMSTRONG PURE OIL CO THE CARTHAGE POINT 
2300 IOI3I80000 0 KELLY -ARMSTRONG SE~O-PUNCHES OIL WILDCAT 
2300 IOI4720000 GEO W ARMSTRONG SOUTHERN PROD CO INC CARTHAGE POINT 
23001018850000 BLAKE CAROLINE F HUMBLE OIL & REFG CO SIBLEY 
2300 1019540000 PARNELL BURNS GU 3 HUMBlE OIL & REFG CO CARTHAGE POINT 
2300123 1520000 BOARD OF EDUCATION OXY USA INC PELLUCID BAYOU 
23001232090000 STINSON 'A' OXY USA INC HOLIDAY 
23001233350000 SHIELDSBORO WINCHESTER PROD INC WILDCAT 
23005000100000 BOARD OF SUPERVISOR BALLEW DORRIS INC WILDCAT 
23005000200000 KOPPERS CO INC BATEMAN OIL & EXPL WILDCAT 
23005000330000 THOMPSON HEIRS BALLEW DORRJS&BIGLAN WILDCAT 
23005000340000 USA 5-13 BIGLANE DA WILDCAT 
23005000390000 GEORGES MCDANIEL BROADHEAD & STACK GILLSBURG 
23005000450000 BOR~S CAMPBELL & MOORE WILDCAT 
23005000460000 WALKER !3-!3 CAMPBELL & MOORE WILDCAT 
23005000500000 ELSIE H TOLER ETAL CASHION LYLE & SMITH WILDCAT 
23005000580000 CROSBY CITIES SERVICE WILDCAT 
23005000620000 LAKE CITIES SERVICE WILDCAT 
23005000680000 MABEL BRANCH ESTATE CREDO OIL COMPANY PUMPKIN PATCH 
23005000730000 CAREY N GERALD ARGO OIL COMPANY WILDCAT 
23005000790000 JULIUS MAYSE ESTATE GAMMILL DAVE &SMITH WILDCAT 
23005000870000 ONEIL I 1-4 GULF OIL CORP WILDCAT 
23005000880000 ONEIL 15-3 GULF OIL CORP ONEIL 
23005000960000 JIMMY WALL HILL & MCLEAN WILDCAT 
2300500I030000 W A STOCKARD ET AL HUMBLE OIL & REFG CO WILDCAT 
23005001080000 BATES HEIRS JUSTISS-MEARS OIL CO WILDCAT 
23005001 120000 NEWMAN-WELCH ETAL JUSTISS-MEARS OIL CO WILDCAT 
23005001220000 HUTCHINSON CLEVELN D LAGRANCE PETRO CMPNY WILDCAT 
23005001240000 R E ADAMS ET AL LARCO DRLG CO INC WILDCAT 
2300500 1410000 C F SOUTHWARD ETAL LARCO DRLG CO INC WILDCAT 
23005001450000 USA KAGES HAROLD-LARCO D WILDCAT 
23005001640000 G RSHAW LARUE-SMITH PROD CO EAST FORK 
23005001690000 BOARD OF SUPERVISOR SHORTRIDGE F H&JUSTI WILDCAT 
23005001700000 ESTELL BRUMFIELD SUN OIL COMPANY WILDCAT 
2300500 1740000 TRAVIS NOBLE JOHN D-DIXIL YN WILDCAT 
23005002010000 GILLEY LEN MATEER ROGER A WI LDCAT 
23005002060000 CARRUTH SERIO-PUNCHES OIL WILDCAT 
23005002250000 MRS MAUDE G WILSON BALLEW D & STOVER H WILDCAT 
23005004730000 AZNIXON JUSTISS-MEARS OIL CO WILDCAT 
23005004740000 H H FURLOW ET AL JUSTISS-MEARS OIL CO WILDCAT 
23005004750000 MIXON BEST HOMER & WILLIAM GLADING EAST 
23005004760000 CLARK OTIS CF&H OIL & DIXIL YN WILDCAT 
23005004930000 EDWIN WILKINSON UN BARNWELL DRLG CO INC WILDCAT 
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23005004970000 JAMES F DYKES SKELTON OPR-KING J W WILDCAT 
23005004990000 SMITH-PRESTRIDGE BIG LANE-BARTON-A TTY A SMITHDALE SE 
23005200640000 WOLFE 6-16 PLACID OIL CO WILDCAT 
23005202030000 COCKERHAM R E 31-13 AMERCN QUASAR PETRO WILDCAT 
23005202430000 WILSON ETAL ADCO PRODUCING CO WILDCAT 
23005202630000 STREET JOEL JUSTISS OIL CO INC WILDCAT 
23001211840000 LAURA BUTLER GUARDIAN OIL CO INC WILDCAT 
23001217470000 MACNEIL FML Y MIN TR INEXCO OIL CO WILDCAT 
23113000200000 A H REED ETAL UNIT CASHION LYLE CO MCCOMB 
23113000240000 BRUMFIELD COCKRELL E JR WILDCAT 
23113000640000 BEN HGARNER HARLAN JOHN L WILDCAT 
23113000940000 BUCKHALTER SPIERS JUSTISS-MEARS OIL CO WILDCAT 
23113000960000 W E MCKENZIE ET AL JUSTISS-MEARS OIL CO WILDCAT 
23 11 3000970000 MARCELLA THOMPSON JUSTISS-MEARS OIL CO WILDCAT 
23 11 3001120000 WOOD GUYTON LARCO DRLG CO INC WILDCAT 
23 11 3001180000 BTHORBURN LARCO DRLG CO INC WILDCAT 
23 11 300 1460000 RABORN MOORE MOORE & MILLER WILDCAT 
23 11 3001470000 FEDERAL LAND BANK JETT DRILLING WILDCAT 
23 11 300 1490000 LANE ET AL UNIT PAN AMERICAN WILDCAT 
23 1 1300 1690000 ELLA B CONEY UNIT READING&BA TES-S UN 01 WILDCAT 
231 1300 1700000 Y A KRAMER JR ET AL REBSTOCK&REEVES DRLG WILDCAT 
23 113003000000 MCCOMB SUN OIL COMPANY MCCOMB 
23 113003450000 MCCOMB SUN OIL COMPANY MCCOMB 
23 113003500000 ALMA MEYER SUN OIL COMPANY WILDCAT 
23 113004520000 C BURT-CARLISLE UNT WILKINS EDWIN L MCCOMB 
23113005360000 FERNWOOD CAMILLIAN OIL WILDCAT 
23113005870000 TATE-ALLEN UNIT HUNT&QUIN WILDCAT 
23113200170000 LEA BIG LANE D A ET AL WILDCAT 
231 13200250000 A V BEACHAM WF WF UNION OIL CO OF CAL WILDCAT 
23113200360000 JOHNSTON UN 19-7 SOLOMON & WATKINS WILDCAT 
231 13200440000 BOARD OF SUPER VISOR HUGHES & NEW OIL CO WILDCAT 
231 13200910000 BOARD OF SUPERVISOR DAMSON OIL COMPANY WILDCAT 
231 1320 11 30000 BOARD OF SUPERVISOR HAGAN RILEY JR WILDCAT 
231 1320 1520000 FELDER NOLAN UN I 0-4 EXCHANGE O&G CORP CHATAWA 
231 13202010000 MINTZ-WALKER HEIRS THORNMILL J E&ASSOC STELLA 
23113202150000 WEISEREA PLAINS RESOURCES INC WILDCAT 
231 13202250000 LAMPTON HEIRS WORLDWIDE COMPANIES BLACKBURN 
23157000870000 LEAK CAL TO-G ULMAN COMMENCEMENT 
23157002430000 CROSBY 18-11 GERMANY GULMAN WILDCAT 
23 157003780000 CARROLL DAVIS JUSTISS-MEARS OIL CO WILDCAT 
23157003980000 CROSBY LATIMER DC WILDCAT 
23157003990000 CROSBY LATIMER DC WILDCAT 
23157004000000 CROSBY LATIMER DC WILDCAT 
23157004230000 PETTIS HEIRS ET AL GRIFFIN & KEARY WILDCAT 
23157004330000 CROSBY-FOSTER CREEK PAN AMERICAN WILDCAT 
23 147000290000 AVA SMITH PIGOTT I DORRJS BALLEW INC. Wildcat 
23 14720 1110000 ELZEY ET AL 1-5 I RILEY HAGAN, JR. & DUKE CARLISLE Wildcat 
23147000050000 G H LEWIS I BARNWELL DRILLING COMPANY, INC. Wildcat 
23147000940000 MRS J M ALFORD I LARCO DRILLING CO. Wildcat 
23147000910000 N ECONERLY I . CURTIS KINARD Wildcat 
23147201080000 0 U DUNAWAY ETAL I COLUMBIA GAS DEY. CORP. Wildcat 
2314700 1460000 TLWOOD I SELLS PETROLEUM INC. Wildcat 
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APPENDIX B 
WELL LOCATIONS 
API COUNTY LAT LONG TWP RNG SEC DATUM 
23005202720000 AMITE 31 .32855 -90.7762 1 4N 4E II 448 
23005202930000 AMITE 31.06086 -90.83065 IN 4E 8 353 
23005203030000 AMITE 31.09829 -90.70954 2N SE 33 270 
23005203070000 AMITE 31.13447 -90.73962 2N SE 18 400 
23005203 130000 AMITE 31.06738 -90.84532 IN 4 E 38 258 
23005203 180000 AMITE 3 1.1 7205 -90.90733 2N 3E 4 327 
23005203220000 AMITE 3 1.04742 -90.65943 IN SE 13 357 
23005203240000 AMITE 3 1.01609 -90.907 15 IN 3E 39 301 
23005203260000 AMITE 3 1.1101 5 -90.65536 2N SE 25 393 
23005203800000 AMITE 3 1.06436 -90.87824 IN 3E 17 277 
23005203820000 AMITE 3 1.1 543 -90.84014 2N 4E 7 296 
23005203830000 AMITE 3 1.18325 -90.83 106 3N 4E 32 369 
23005203870000 AMITE 31.08989 -90.85469 2N 3E 44 269 
23005203890000 AMITE 31 .32293 -90.5864 1 4N 6E 10 451 
23005204280000 AMITE 31.0446 -90.88861 IN 3E 22 3 17 
23005204340000 AMITE 31.0330 1 -9 1.0402 IN 2E 25 346 
23005204390000 AMITE 3 1.1 062 1 -90.95578 2N 3E 36 334 
23005204400000 AMITE 31.13559 -90.98292 2N 2E 17 3 11 
23005204440000 AMITE 31.12044 -90.91372 2N 3E 23 379 
23005204520000 AMITE 3 1.01105 -90.78237 IN 4E 35 330 
230052048 10000 AMITE 3 1.1451 8 -91.02247 2N 2E 10 333 
23005204840000 AMITE 3 1.0 11 65 -90.8 11 68 IN 4E 33 221 
23005204930000 AMITE 3 1.22695 -90.9792 1 3N 2E 14 410 
23005204970000 AMITE 3 1.10765 -90.9328 1 2N 3E 35 355 
23005204990000 AMITE 3 1.0953 -90.8757 2N 3E 42 366 
23005205070000 AMITE 3 1.0 1823 -90.96222 IN 2E 30 318 
23005205 150000 AMITE 3 1.080 12 -90.99 145 IN 2E 3 359 
23005205200000 AMITE 3 1.11126 -91 .00876 2N 2E 34 412 
23005205280000 AMITE 3 1.2015 -91.05263 3N 2E 36 41 5 
23005205330000 AMITE 3 1.00154 -90.94254 IN 3E 44 293 
23005205410000 AMITE 3 1.00899 -90.86 176 IN 3E 53 238 
23005205470000 AMITE 3 1.09579 -90.90831 2N 3E 39 348 
23005205560000 AMITE 3 1.0 1253 -90.7 1155 IN SE 33 355 
23005205680000 AMITE 3 1.164 14 -90.94982 2N 3E 6 363 
23005206240000 AMITE 3 1.19056 -90.93856 3N 3E 29 388 
23005206330000 AMITE 3 1.1 79 15 -90.89 132 3N 3E 34 389 
23037006 130000 FRANK UN 3 1.36957 -91.069 5N IE 36 225 
23 1572 16010000 WILKINSON 3 1.10528 -91.24756 2N l W 30 363 
23 1572 16230000 WILKINSON 3 1.2554 -91.14523 3N I E 6 320 
23 1572 16430000 WILKINSON 3 1.11155 -91.07228 2N IE 27 33 1 
23 1572 17570000 WILKINSON 3 1.25388 -91.1633 3N l W 1 256 
23 1572 17750000 WILKINSON 3 1.28261 -91.1997 4N l W 32 280 
23 1572 17940000 WILKINSON 3 1.01 656 -91.56322 IN 4W 50 92 
23 1572 18100000 WILKINSON 31.3098 -91.12502 4N IE 23 161 
23 15 72 18300000 WILKINSON 3 1.09896 -9 1.12437 2N IE 35 306 
23 1572 18750000 WILKINSON 31.19697 -91.55816 3N 4W 32 66 
23 1572 18910000 WILKINSON 31.00744 -91.42985 IN 3W 38 310 
231572 11 390000 WILKINSON 31. 18034 -9 1.4749 1 3N 4W 42 76 
23 1572 11400000 WILKINSON 31.02803 -91.37789 IN 3W 28 24 1 
23 1572 12230000 WILKINSON 31.03164 -9 1.1 8548 IN l W 32 297 
23 1572 12260000 WILKINSON 31.16836 -91.587 11 2N 5W 2 78 
23 1572 12390000 WILKINSON 31.00535 -9 1.52485 IN 4W 40 355 
23 1572 12460000 WILKINSON 31.05597 -91.37222 IN 3W 20 309 
23 1572 12620000 WILKINSON 31. 1227 1 -9 1.26747 2N 2W 25 35 1 
23 1572 12670000 WILKINSON 31.09625 -91.38268 2N 3W 58 377 
23 1572 12700000 WILKINSON 31.09653 -9 1.48 19 2N 4W 5 1 227 
23 1572 13050000 WILKINSON 31.05343 -91.53866 IN 4W 24 187 
23 1572 13270000 WILKINSON 3 1.28203 -9 1.34236 4N 2W 37 2 11 
23 1572 13280000 WILKINSON 31.06216 -9 1.11948 IN I E 13 360 
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23 157213330000 WILKINSON 31.02126 -91.10028 IN IE 40 344 
23 157213340000 WILKINSON 3 1.00823 -91.2865 IN 2W 32 361 
23 1572 13550000 WILKINSON 3 1.05962 -91.26995 IN 2W 18 367 
23 1572 13560000 WILKINSON 3 1.2375 -91.39989 3N 3W 16 73 
23 157213900000 WILKINSON 3 1.20128 -91.15729 3N IE 30 380 
23 1572 13920000 WILKINSON 3 1.07026 -91.22946 IN IW II 382 
23 157214250000 WILKINSON 31.08473 -91.1 6582 IN IW 2 375 
23 157214280000 WILKINSON 31.10345 -9 1.44787 2N 3W 50 374 
23 157214360000 WILKINSON 3 1.099 1 -9 1.20425 2N IW 34 340 
23 157214610000 WILKINSON 3 1.1392 -9 1.2329 1 2N IW 17 298 
23 157214680000 WILKINSON 3 1.11777 -9 1.4756 2N 4W 18 184 
231572 14690000 WILKINSON 3 1.137 -9 1.44995 2N 3W 32 153 
23 1572 15 190000 WILKINSON 31.0432 -9 1.45943 IN 3W II 370 
231572 155 10000 WILKINSON 3 1.07428 -9 1.30247 IN 2W 14 348 
23 157215530000 WILKINSON 3 1.1 7024 -9 1.38064 2N 3W I 188 
23157215550000 WILKINSON 3 1.0 1027 -9 1.4574 IN 3W 33 354 
231572 15650000 WILKINSON 3 1.14 184 -91.15115 2N IE 20 408 
231572 15670000 WILKINSON 3 1.0045 -91.12453 IN IE 46 361 
231572 15740000 WILKINSON 3 1.1 7194 -91.08668 2N IE 2 432 
2300 1033840000 ADAMS 31.3896 -91.3917 5N 3W 13 181 
2300 1209450000 ADAMS 31.45255 -91.3 1348 6N 2W 43 378 
23001000550000 ADAMS 3 1.45522 -91.48298 6N 4W 8 71 
2300 I 00 11 50000 ADAMS 3 1.41534 -9 1.39926 5N 3W 9 176 
2300 I 001380000 ADAMS 3 1.51897 -91.45448 6N 3W 12 71 
2300 I 0 11220000 ADAMS 3 1.45369 -9 1.46347 6N 3W 13 58 
23001013 180000 ADAMS 3 1.40057 -91.28973 5N 2W I I 264 
23001014720000 ADAMS 3 1.47604 -91.46485 6N 3W 22 6 1 
2300 1018850000 ADAMS 3 1.38262 -9 1.386 16 5N 3W 23 16 1 
23001019540000 ADAMS 3 1.48872 -9 1.488 17 6N 4W 4 65 
2300123 1520000 ADAMS 3 1.411 75 -9 1.21523 5N IW 16 240 
2300 1232090000 ADAMS 3 1.42287 -9 1.25349 5N IW 14 243 
23001233350000 ADAMS 31.3415 -9 1.4164 1 4N 3W 7 166 
23005000100000 AMITE 3 1.30923 -9 1.00404 4N 2E 18 333 
23005000200000 AMITE 31.26205 -90.72089 4N 5E 32 447 
23005000330000 AMITE 3 1.27444 -90.69533 4N 5E 34 474 
23005000340000 AM ITE 31.33723 -90.83478 4N 4E 5 413 
23005000390000 AMITE 3 1.01968 -90.59968 IN 6E 28 368 
23005000450000 AMITE 3 1.1 5905 -90.55449 2N 6E 12 349 
23005000460000 AMITE 31.30665 -90.66547 4N 5E 13 412 
23005000500000 AMITE 31.28557 -90.78941 4N 4E 27 441 
23005000580000 AMITE 3 1.1 3994 -90.6 1801 2N 6E 17 430 
23005000620000 AMITE 31.15797 -90.63509 2N 6E 7 395 
23005000680000 AMITE 31.33737 -90.64434 4N 6E 6 459 
23005000730000 AM ITE 3 1.29263 -90.63492 4N 6E 19 434 
23005000790000 AMITE 3 1.17 176 -90.588 19 2N 6E 3 408 
23005000870000 AMITE 3 1.33334 -90.8847 1 4N 3E II 424 
23005000880000 AM ITE 31.3 1655 -90.90008 4N 3E 15 405 
23005000960000 AM ITE 3 1.00172 -90.5797 1 IN 6E 35 294 
2300500 1030000 AM ITE 3 1.00127 -90.60904 IN 6E 33 346 
2300500 1080000 AM ITE 3 1.16547 -90.70292 2N 5E 4 324 
23005001120000 AMITE 3 1.25848 -90.77562 3N 4E 2 424 
23005001220000 AM ITE 3 1.20954 -90.6093 3N 6E 21 412 
23005001240000 AM ITE 3 1.30853 -90.69476 4N 5E 15 481 
23005001410000 AMITE 3 1.23449 -90.78487 3N 4E II 448 
23005001450000 AMITE 3 1.3207 -90.95925 4N 2E 15 318 
23005001640000 AMITE 3 1.21298 -90.69426 3N 5E 22 363 
23005001690000 AMITE 31.3 173 -90.8042 4N 4E 16 444 
23005001 700000 AMITE 3 1.27306 -90.83542 4N 4E 32 400 
2300500 1740000 AMITE 3 1.06301 -90.6227 IN 6E 8 3 18 
23005002010000 AMITE 3 1.28595 -90.72874 4N 5E 29 480 
23005002060000 AMITE 3 1.300 17 -90.55861 4N 6E 24 420 
23005002250000 AMITE 31.314 19 -90.7252 1 4N 5E 17 424 
23005004730000 AMITE 3 1. 11065 -90.575 17 2N 6E 26 383 
23005004740000 AMITE 3 1.05945 -90.70223 IN 5E 9 387 
23005004750000 AMITE 3 1.141 05 -90.58723 2N 6E 15 392 
23005004760000 AMITE 3 1.21024 -90.72708 3N 5E 20 380 
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23005004930000 AMITE 31.2109 -90.64 124 3N 6E 19 386 
23005004970000 AM ITE 31.28994 -90.6853 1 4N 5E 27 443 
23005004990000 AM ITE 31.27838 -90.56284 4N 6E 2S 397 
23005200640000 AM ITE 31.24969 -90.63378 3N 6E 6 41 6 
23005202030000 AMITE 31.1 777 1 -90.6472 1 3N 6E 31 351 
23005202430000 AMITE 31.04181 -90.S831 IN 6E 22 362 
23005202630000 AM ITE 31.07691 -90.8635S IN 3E I 252 
2300 1211840000 ADAMS 31.40497 -91.42229 5N 3W IS 2 14 
2300121 7470000 ADAMS 31.42702 -9 1.3S3 11 SN 2W 6 3 10 
23 113000200000 PIKE 31.256S3 -90.5067 3N 7E 4 448 
23 I 13000240000 PIKE 3 I. II S03 -90.26 146 2N 9E 26 269 
23 11 3000640000 PIKE 3 I.I S079 -90.47336 2N 7E I I 365 
23 11 3000940000 PIKE 3 1. 12184 -90.37221 2N 8E 23 3S3 
23 113000960000 PIKE 3 I.I S823 -90.52446 2N 7E 8 316 
23 11 3000970000 PIKE 3 1.01242 -90.SII S5 IN 7E 33 336 
23113001120000 PIKE 31.14486 -90.39344 2N 8E IS 396 
23 113001180000 PIKE 31.1 9122 -90.4021 3N 8E 28 377 
2311 3001460000 PIKE 31.05735 -90.42808 IN 8E 17 378 
2311 3001470000 PIKE 31.111 26 -90.287S4 2N 9E 27 318 
23 11 300 1490000 PIKE 3 1.1 2885 -90.51229 2N 7E 21 349 
23 11 3001690000 PIKE 3 1.09681 -90.43183 2N 8E 31 391 
23 113001700000 PIKE 3 1.041 06 -90.46398 IN 7E 23 299 
23 113003000000 PIKE 3 1.24261 -90.46644 3N 7E I I 434 
23 1130034SOOOO PIKE 3 1.1 8445 -90.49388 3N 7E 34 41S 
23 113003SOOOOO PIKE 3 I.I S46 -90.43164 2N 8E 7 416 
23 11 3004S20000 PIKE 31.22082 -90.49396 3N 7E IS 436 
23 11300S360000 PIKE 3 1. 18749 -90.44848 3N 7E 36 383 
2311300S870000 PIKE 31.10079 -90.372S2 2N 8E 3S 366 
2311 3200 170000 PIKE 31.027S9 -90.53812 IN 7E 30 329 
23 11 32002SOOOO PIKE 31. 12S3 -90.47386 2N 7E 23 300 
23 11 3200360000 PIKE 31.21268 -90.S3736 3N 7E 19 4 19 
23 11 3200440000 PIKE 31.04824 -90.40753 IN 8E 16 324 
23 1 1320091 0000 PIKE 31.053S6 -90.5091 IN 7E 16 330 
2311 32011 30000 PIKE 31.0527 1 -90.30 121 IN 9E 16 320 
23 11 320 IS20000 PIKE 31.07 135 -90.49535 IN 7E 10 377 
23 11 32020 I 0000 PIKE 31.1482 -90.337S I 2N 9E 7 389 
23113202 150000 PI KE 31.05492 -90.34962 IN 8E 13 340 
23 11 3202250000 PIKE 31.1 5015 -90.4456 2N 8E 7 320 
23157000870000 WILKINSON 31.35924 -9 1.29487 5N 2W 30 88 
23 157002430000 WILKINSON 31.3 1062 -91.29068 4N 2W 18 352 
23 157003780000 WILKrNSON 31.04564 -91.3257 IN 2W 21 360 
23157003980000 WILKrNSON 31.11 811 -91.14097 2N IE 22 374 
23 157003990000 WILKINSON 31.28301 -9 1.30583 4N 2W 34 167 
23 157004000000 WILKINSON 31.1901 9 -91.26982 3N 2W 40 246 
23 157004230000 WILKrNSON 31.1 7616 -91.56032 3N 4W 33 65 
23 157004330000 WILKINSON 31.3347 -91.315S7 4N 2W 4 2 14 
23 147000290000 WALTHALL 31.090612 -90.19057 2N IOE 34 360 
23 147201 110000 WALTHALL 31.083226 -90.25828 IN 9E I 386 
23 147000050000 WALTHALL 31.100017 -90.219034 2N IOE 32 428 
23 147000940000 WALTHALL 31.016678 -90.199092 IN IOE 28 210 
23 147000910000 WALTHALL 31.068742 -90.185701 IN IOE 10 296 
23 147201080000 WALTHALL 31.002543 -90.081987 IN l iE 34 314 
23 147001460000 WALTHALL 31.05725 1 -90.11 S866 IN l iE 17 371 
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APPENDIX C 
FORMATION TOPS 
API UK EF UT TMS HIGH LT 1ST LT LK 
RES SAND 
23005202720000 9156 10091 10345 10660 1091 1 11014 11 045 
23005202930000 10366 11322 11 550 11 728 12103 12248 12288 
23005203030000 9665 1067 1 10917 11111 11492 11601 11 670 11 870 
23005203070000 9694 10660 10819 11199 11480 11590 11 594 
23005203 130000 10285 111 98 11 377 11 660 11962 12101 12136 
23005203180000 9981 10806 10955 11290 11528 11687 1171 9 11 947 
23005203220000 9830 10865 11020 11334 11671 11821 11901 12020 
23005203240000 1071 1 11657 11832 11 910 12388 12541 12616 1285 1 
23005203260000 9602 10624 10914 11127 11471 11583 11692 11873 
23005203800000 10373 11318 11494 11708 12062 12215 12299 
23005203820000 9813 10736 10975 11 231 11485 11645 11670 11909 
23005203830000 9717 10628 10875 11114 11413 11531 11566 
23005203870000 10217 1111 0 11289 11 503 11869 12016 12039 12286 
23005203890000 8886 9978 10130 10668 10936 10962 10980 
23005204280000 10507 11433 11610 11818 12173 12329 12467 
23005204340000 11121 11978 12147 12349 12650 12806 12840 
23005204390000 10440 11255 11429 11 651 11987 12131 12158 12413 
23005204400000 10390 11 126 11270 11542 11832 11982 12007 
23005204440000 103 15 11 165 11342 11 589 11891 12039 12059 12327 
23005204520000 10443 11433 11 586 11 839 12192 12350 12401 12589 
2300520481 0000 10430 111 77 11393 11 591 11868 12016 12039 
23005204840000 10412 11380 11 554 11795 12138 12300 12335 12570 
23005204930000 9976 10765 10911 11 273 11486 11634 11657 11905 
23005204970000 10405 11250 11423 11 689 11979 12121 12158 
23005204990000 10348 11213 11 458 11 608 11945 12090 12109 12383 
23005205070000 10890 11 808 11980 12142 12524 12676 12776 12947 
23005205150000 10759 11 511 11681 11 900 12210 12371 12388 
23005205200000 10657 11400 11 550 11822 12108 12248 12264 12535 
23005205280000 10253 11032 11457 11 730 11883 11898 12162 
23005205330000 10879 11825 12000 121 19 12565 12713 12881 12979 
23005205410000 10553 11529 11709 11912 12269 12421 12469 12739 
23005205470000 10389 11271 11442 11716 12010 12153 12178 12449 
23005205560000 10236 11240 11388 11 660 1201 3 12176 12235 12436 
23005205680000 10171 10959 1113 1 11382 11675 11834 11852 12113 
23005206240000 10090 10854 1101 0 11334 11574 11729 11758 
23005206330000 9935 10798 10952 11241 11542 11699 11718 11952 
23037006130000 9320 1011 0 10345 10640 10841 10932 10964 
23 157216010000 111 60 12020 12172 12337 12578 12811 12819 13008 
23157216230000 9929 10751 10989 111 53 11452 11560 11591 11840 
23157216430000 10750 11480 11645 11 893 12179 12319 12340 12577 
23 157217570000 9962 10743 109 11 111 52 11441 11549 11 576 11805 
23157217750000 9790 10671 10811 11 076 11355 11459 11476 
23 157217940000 11 932 12901 13147 13154 13499 13641 13653 
23157218100000 10373 10516 10805 11111 11192 11226 
23 1572 18300000 10960 11 702 11857 12023 12342 12540 12564 
23 157218750000 10544 11450 11635 11 780 11 949 12153 12185 
23157218910000 12265 13134 13311 13695 13881 13905 14114 
231572 11390000 10662 11565 11727 11846 12169 12311 12330 
23157211400000 11884 12760 13320 13513 13540 13739 
23157212230000 11647 12379 12554 12621 12956 13193 13225 13471 
23157212260000 10680 11 628 1181 5 11854 121 18 12308 12317 
23157212390000 12259 13188 13755 13925 13947 14078 
23157212460000 11749 12588 13128 13336 13358 
23157212620000 11070 11935 12103 12257 12591 12741 12746 12919 
23157212670000 11537 12449 12982 13205 13232 13418 
231572 12700000 11379 12301 12584 12799 13011 13035 
23 157213050000 11 733 12637 13187 13371 13387 
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23157213270000 9906 10824 10981 11209 11472 11 573 11 590 
23157213280000 11283 11994 12168 12235 12622 12814 12843 13087 
23157213330000 11504 12242 12414 12477 12901 13043 13077 13315 
23157213340000 11855 12649 12814 12842 13209 13429 13472 
23157213550000 11595 12449 12996 13219 13239 13432 
23 157213560000 10178 11 053 11243 11 401 11 658 11 771 11791 11980 
23157213900000 10340 11 155 11321 11559 11823 11969 11987 12250 
23 157213920000 11436 12254 12422 12545 12805 13045 13063 13250 
23 157214250000 11240 12008 12169 123 11 12572 12819 12840 13067 
231572 14280000 11505 12430 12945 13160 13179 13381 
23 157214360000 11122 11930 12094 12219 12492 12732 12758 
23 157214610000 10832 11679 11841 12083 12331 12477 12478 12715 
23 157214680000 11201 12141 12339 12361 12658 12866 12888 13054 
23 157214690000 11020 11999 12194 12216 12513 12735 12735 12925 
23157215190000 11859 12792 13137 13340 13530 13549 
23157215510000 11 510 12373 12641 12677 12926 13147 13156 13369 
23157215530000 10713 11668 11825 11 972 12215 12436 12444 12566 
23 157215550000 12202 13103 13671 13864 13899 14079 
23 157215650000 10789 11529 11702 11 840 12201 12350 12391 
23 157215670000 11 729 12490 12654 12853 13057 13288 13310 
23157215740000 10458 11225 11455 11653 11917 12069 12082 12350 
23001033840000 9162 10125 10252 10548 10836 10860 10900 
23001209450000 9092 9973 10100 10437 10699 10731 10743 
23001000550000 10405 10475 
230010011 50000 10000 
23001001380000 8434 9462 9586 9997 10114 10217 10266 
23001011220000 9523 9862 10037 10181 10248 
23001013180000 9249 10139 10275 10624 10818 10918 10930 11107 
23001014720000 9488 9606 9955 10117 10204 10269 
23001018850000 10189 10336 10535 10839 10925 10960 
23001019540000 8480 9579 9705 10018 10208 10298 10360 
2300123 1520000 9243 10192 10330 10688 10908 10990 11 009 
2300 1232090000 9249 10204 10456 10711 10906 11002 11011 
23001233350000 9555 10482 10632 10954 1111 3 11207 11235 11373 
23005000100000 95 17 10378 10534 10840 11 148 11 252 11259 11495 
23005000200000 9204 10161 10309 10740 11007 11 110 11149 11400 
23005000330000 9178 101 50 10299 10765 11 005 IIIII 11149 1138 1 
23005000340000 9197 10083 10419 10654 10960 10996 11017 
23005000390000 9662 10699 10843 11189 11479 11647 11721 11949 
23005000450000 9035 10102 10259 10661 11003 11105 11158 
23005000460000 9006 10015 10113 10651 10941 10979 11017 
23005000500000 9302 10213 10786 11035 11136 111 78 11409 
23005000580000 9451 10474 10636 11008 11352 11452 11 529 11740 
23005000620000 9369 10360 10525 10984 11248 11 349 11 386 11 579 
23005000680000 8950 10000 10122 10664 10929 10960 10979 
23005000730000 9007 10020 10173 10691 10888 10993 1103 1 11219 
23005000790000 9201 10214 10395 10840 11102 11201 11280 11511 
23005000870000 9336 10195 10343 10746 10986 11085 11103 
23005000880000 9401 10237 10350 10794 11027 11118 11 134 
23005000960000 9607 10604 10756 10996 11361 11 533 11596 11834 
2300500 1030000 9785 10798 10934 11239 11594 11729 11 803 12043 
23005001080000 9417 10358 105 13 10879 11221 11315 11351 
23005001120000 9310 10236 10385 10772 11055 11170 11237 11437 
2300500 1220000 9139 1011 3 10263 10704 10988 11088 11121 
23005001240000 9131 1011 5 10295 10800 11047 11 073 11 122 11334 
2300500 141 0000 9493 10397 10574 10962 11207 11 328 11 360 11609 
23005001450000 9427 10272 10368 10862 11053 11149 111 75 11 397 
23005001640000 9188 10173 10320 10680 11012 11114 11 162 
23005001690000 9227 10140 10714 10966 11069 11088 
23005001700000 9414 10283 10440 10851 11069 111 78 11194 11395 
23005001740000 9643 10651 10836 111 60 11523 11 63 1 11720 11831 
23005002010000 9208 10163 10446 10751 11007 1111 3 111 55 11369 
23005002060000 8822 9940 10094 10610 10900 10934 10952 
23005002250000 9085 10049 10194 10673 10899 11 005 11060 11280 
23005004730000 9355 10389 10551 10924 11284 11407 11486 
23005004740000 9988 10987 11149 11431 11773 11924 12013 12146 
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23005004750000 9305 10338 10523 10878 11225 11329 11379 11616 
23005004760000 9350 10300 10451 10900 11137 11236 11243 
23005004930000 9195 10176 10342 10796 11050 11145 11177 11408 
23005004970000 9106 10097 10246 10709 10952 11058 11099 
23005004990000 8857 9921 10106 10516 10877 10912 10971 11215 
23005200640000 9097 10059 10213 10668 10908 11012 11 050 11286 
23005202030000 9289 10262 10416 10870 111 25 11222 11 260 
23005202430000 9672 10692 10848 11170 11510 11666 11 741 
23005202630000 10454 11403 11599 11 798 12154 12304 12366 12601 
23001211840000 9200 10133 10260 10524 10842 10865 10916 
230012 17470000 9171 10078 10206 10551 10789 10822 10872 
231 13000200000 8788 9885 10043 10515 10871 10887 10945 
23 11 3000240000 10583 10690 
231 13000640000 8825 9903 10061 10518 10828 10939 11030 
231 13000940000 8830 9962 10121 10672 10908 11 017 11079 
231 13000960000 8892 9968 10129 10539 10882 10990 11038 11 186 
231 13000970000 9598 10702 10872 11 169 11533 11697 11 754 
231 13001120000 8786 9940 10100 10590 10881 10996 11061 11 336 
23113001180000 8645 9792 9946 10441 10796 10838 10932 11195 
231 1300 1460000 9220 10357 10516 10872 11283 11 391 11449 
231 13001470000 8610 9761 9919 1031 7 10693 10806 10879 11 202 
2311300 1490000 8995 10073 10234 10630 10983 11 090 111 53 11415 
231 1300 1690000 9015 10130 10290 10662 11064 11176 11222 
231 1300 1700000 9303 10429 10669 10920 11 327 11441 11497 
231 13003000000 8754 9848 10008 10486 10834 10868 10913 
23113003450000 8825 9890 10075 105 19 10798 10906 10958 
23113003500000 8812 9921 10098 10542 10852 10955 11025 11272 
231 13004520000 8756 9883 9990 10568 10842 10890 
23 11 3005360000 8706 9807 9962 10512 10785 10844 10900 
23 11 3005870000 8895 10084 10299 10630 11018 11126 11192 11509 
23 11 3200170000 9539 10619 10902 11 04 1 11445 11608 11666 11 878 
23 11 3200250000 8886 9953 10158 10521 10875 10982 11033 11249 
23113200360000 8898 9955 10113 10588 10877 10957 11000 
23113200440000 9185 10348 10500 10972 11260 11380 1144 1 
23 11 3200910000 9260 10301 10452 10800 11172 11295 11355 
23 11 320 1130000 8835 9966 10150 10477 10879 10982 11056 
23 11 320 1520000 9210 10296 10520 10800 11170 11301 11369 
231132020 I 0000 8632 9790 9939 10490 10788 10836 10901 
23113202150000 9083 101 82 10335 10809 11100 11221 11278 11649 
23 11 3202250000 8695 9817 9972 10459 10744 10841 10944 11124 
23157000870000 9404 10290 10443 10678 10961 11041 11072 11220 
23157002430000 9859 10770 10929 111 56 11430 11535 11 543 
23157003780000 11 771 12639 12808 12939 13180 13390 13404 13566 
23157003980000 10934 11694 11861 12007 12364 12510 12527 
23157003990000 9843 10731 10884 11139 11 352 11488 11 505 11634 
23157004000000 10440 11331 11497 11642 11975 1211 8 12120 12300 
23157004230000 10721 11613 11807 11822 12100 12300 1232 1 
23157004330000 9570 10469 10603 10839 111 19 11216 11236 
23147000290000 8337 9450 9623 10145 10493 10497 10574 
23147201110000 8658 9860 10005 10559 10808 1091 1 10988 
23 147000050000 8419 9610 9770 10311 10659 10662 10735 
23 147000940000 8393 9498 9785 101 14 10433 10523 10659 10986 
23 147000910000 8250 9388 9571 10022 10333 10429 10545 
23 147201080000 7953 8986 9664 10010 10022 10162 
23147001460000 7999 9105 9788 lOIII 10124 10237 
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